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Listed in category:

Video Games > Games
Item: 140413480146

Super Mario Bros. 2 Smart Boy Nintendo NES
~SmartBoy~
limbofunk ( 241

)

Item condition:Very Good
Sale Date:Jun 09, 201018:54:16 PDT
Bid history:2 bids
Winning bid:US $306.00

eBay will cover your purchase price plus original shipping.
Learn more

Shipping and handling
Item location: Albany, NY, United States
Shipping to: United States, Canada
Shipping and handling

US $3.99

To

Service

Estimated delivery*

United States

US Postal Service Priority Mail
Medium Flat Rate Box®

4-5 business days
after seller receives cleared payment

*The estimated delivery time is based on the seller's handling time, the shipping service selected, and when the seller
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receives cleared payment . Sellers are not responsible for shipping service transit times. Transit times may vary,
particularly during peak periods.
Domestic handling time

Will usually ship within 2 business days of receiving cleared payment .

Return policy
The seller will not accept returns for this item.

Payment details
Payment method

Preferred / Accepted

PayPal Preferred

Item specifics - Video Games
Platform:
Rating:
Format:
Publisher:

Nintendo NES
E - Everyone
-Nintendo

Genre:
Sub-Genre:
Release Date:

Platformer
-Sep 01, 1988

See reviews

Detailed item info
Description
Taking Mario and company in a very different direction from the past blockbuster platformer, the second Super Mario
Bros. games finds our hero falling through a doorway into a strange new world, run amock by the evil Wart. Choose
from four playable characters -- each with his and her own unique abilities -- and run, hop, yank, and throw your way
through seven challenging stages in order to stop Wart.
Details
Players:

1
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Seller's description
Up for auction is a very peculiar item for the NES. This is a SmartBoy Cartridge which contains Super Mario Bros 2. I
wrote a moderately informative article which I will paraphrase here (you can also check out my website for the complete
article) regarding the Smart Boy cartridges and their unique history:
These games were distributed by a company named Video Store Services throughout the late 80's and
early 90's. VSS specialized in selling fixtures and other miscellaneous items to both video rental chains and
independently owned stores. Smart Boy games were created with the intent of offering stores a cheaper
alternative to having the 'popular titles' rather than purchasing their officially licensed counterparts. ...these
cartridges did not sell very well and were eventually dropped from their product catalog. To date, five
different SmartBoy titles have surfaced (Arkanoid, SMB2, Super Mario Bros 3, Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles and Tetris).

There are currently only two known copies of Super Mario Bros 2 out there, so this is your chance to pick up a very rare
and unique item for your collection! Shipping will be $3.99 to the US and $6.99 to Canada. If you have any questions,
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please feel free to ask. Also, be sure to check out my other auctions for some interesting NES Merchandise, Promotional
Items, Store displays and Authorized Service Center Items!

Listing images

This page is formatted for printing and does not include all the information contained in the listing. You must select all
options to print all of the information in the listing including the listing summary, seller's description, and images.

We'll cover your purchase price plus original shipping.
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